Use Case
Grok detects a bad code push.
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Grok Streaming Analytics
Why Grok?
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Try for free on AWS!
Grok for AWS: Starter
edition allows you to
try the full platform
experience for 30 days,
with a low monthly
payment afterward for
up to 25 instances. Visit
our website for more
information.
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Code push creates spike on Saturday

Performance slowly degrades and Grok
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displays a tall red bar in the chart

The IT team is alerted to problem and
issues a code fix, preventing business
downtime and customer impact

Why Grok?
Grok’s powerful algorithm detects unusual performance faster because it
automatically learns streaming data patterns and adapts to changes. With
better insights, the IT team can react proactively to prevent downtime. And
Grok’s mobile UI enables the team to assess system health anytime,
anywhere.
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